
2021 State of the 

Consumer Report 



Summarizes SECC’s 2020 research 

agenda and highlights the major 

themes that emerged from SECC’s 

consumer surveys, a paper on 

industry views related to beneficial 

electrification, case studies of low-

income energy programs and parts 

of a DOE report on AMI.



SECC worked with its members to craft a research agenda for 2020, and 

the “2021 State of the Consumer” report summarizes the 2020 findings.

What Did We Research in 2020?



“Beneficial Electrification” Consumer Research

This report investigated consumer 

interest in transitioning to 

electricity from natural gas, 

petroleum or other fossil fuel 

sources in transportation, space 

heating, cooking and water 

heating.

This study reached a nationally 

representative sample of 1,200 

Americans.



“Beneficial Electrification” Industry Views

This paper explored the role that 

electrification can play in addressing 

climate change and looked at the benefits 

that can potentially be delivered to 

residential consumers.

It was developed from a review of industry 

publications and in-depth interviews with 

11 experts.



“Modern Customer Engagement Journey”

A unique research project that 

illustrated consumers’ attitudes and 

values related to energy, smart 

home technology, their electricity 

providers and more during the 

COVID-19 pandemic.



“Understanding Lower-Income Consumers” Report

This report shed light on who lower-income 

consumers are, how they engage with smart 

energy technology, how they view their 

electricity providers and more. 

It is based on a survey of 1,000 Americans 

with incomes below $50,000.



“Approaches for Better Serving Lower-Income”

This paper explored low-income programs 

from electricity providers and provided an 

analysis of what makes these programs 

effective in serving under-resourced 

energy consumers.

Examples from TVA, Puget Sound Energy, 

Direct Energy and others.



AMI in Review: Informing the Conversation

The U.S. Department of Energy 

invited stakeholders representing 

commissions, utilities and consumer 

advocates to contribute their views to 

the conversation on AMI. 

Researchers reviewed materials filed 

by utilities with regulators and 

commissions from 2010 to 2019 and 

held a series of regional workshops 

and individual meetings with more 

than 120 stakeholders. 



Consumers are making the connection 

between smart energy and slowing climate 

change.

Theme One



Messaging that resonates with consumers



Four personas of lower-income consumers



The Environmentally Driven Persona



The Environmentally Driven Persona



Consumers across all segments are interested 

in smart energy-enabled products.

Theme Two



SECC’s Current Consumer Segmentation Framework



• “Smart” products related to energy feel 

particularly interesting, especially speakers, 

thermostats, light bulbs and smart plugs

• Google Nest was the most talked about, 

even among those who don't have one yet

• Alexa and Google Home were also 

mentioned somewhat consistently

Consumers find smart products appealing

“I like the Ring because I have peace of mind that 
nobody is sitting at my door trying to get into my 

house. It’s nice to be able to see the history“

Green Innovator, South

"I have a smart TV, computers, phones. 
I have the LED lights, low-energy surge protector 

things, Amazon Echo."

Tech-Savvy Protege, West



 A consistent process or pattern for 

consumers and incremental in nature

1. Starting with one product (e.g., 

Nest)

2. Developing comfort with the idea of 

linking to phone or voice, or 

automating – and expecting it

3. Upgrading other appliances or 

rooms (e.g., doorbell, lightbulbs)

 Introductory products in this space tend 

to be speakers: Echo, Alexa or Google 

Home

A “gateway” product often begets more interest

“I’ve been thinking about automated blinds that are integrated 
into my HVAC system. And that got me thinking it would be great 

if I could also automate the windows so they could open and 
close, so that you can take an outside temperature reading and 
you take one inside. You could either use fresh air to cool and 

heat your house or use your HVAC system."

Green Innovator, Midwest



Are consumers interested in electrifying?



Electric vehicle interest with a price differential

-4

-4

-3

-1

Assume that using electricity from your local power grid 

emits fewer greenhouse gas emissions than an equal 

amount of energy from fossil fuels. Would you make the 

following purchases if the price of electricity use were 10% 

more than the equivalent in liquid or gas fuels?



Lower-income consumers are keenly 

interested in smart energy and the 

environment.

Theme Three



Four personas of lower-income consumers



The Smart Energy Receptive Persona



The Smart Energy Receptive Persona



Low- and moderate-income interest in smart energy

Base: All Respondents (n=1000)

Q_ELECTRO_INTEREST. And how interested are you in the following products and services if you were to receive financial assistance from your electricity provider?

Interest in Smart Energy Products with Financial Assistance from Provider

33% 30% 28% 37% 34% 35% 48% 31%
NET: Already have/ 

Very interested

39% 40%
46%

35% 35% 33%
24%

36%

28% 30%
26%

28% 31% 32%

29%

32%

27%
25% 24%

35% 33% 33%

39%

27%

6% 5% 4% 2% 2% 3%
8% 5%

Smart thermostat Smart appliances Smart lighting
controlled via

phone

Rooftop solar Community solar Smart leak
protection

Smart surge
protection

Energy
management
technology

Already
have

Very
interested

Somewhat
interested

Not
interested



Three key takeaways for overcoming obstacles

Educational – There is a significant opportunity to build awareness of energy-

saving technologies and programs designed to help lower-income consumers 

save money and enact behaviors that will help keep their homes comfortable.

Financial – Many financial assistance programs available to low-income 

consumers are limited to bill assistance and to the lowest-income consumers.

Relational – Many consumers, lower-income consumers included, interact with 

their electricity providers primarily through billing-related activities. 



Overcoming Obstacles

Community Outreach Program

Working with not-for-profit, community organizations to help their clients save 

money and become more comfortable with low-cost, energy-efficient products.

Low-Income Energy Savings Program

Targets homes in need of major energy efficiency upgrades to reduce their 

energy use and costs.

Partnership with Tobique First Nation, federal government and NB Power.

Shediac Smart Community

Federal and municipal building retrofits, residential energy management  

and roof-top solar and NB’s first community solar farm.



Consumers need more education on how to 

assess a program or technology.

Theme Four



Consumers often struggle to assess programs or products

 An upfront cost tends to feel off-putting

– Most upfront costs are associated with big 

changes, such as solar panels or changing 

all the appliances in the house

– A need to justify these purchases: When 

will I break even? 

 Customers do not have tools to assess how 

products will impact energy usage

 Even after purchase, it is difficult to know the 

impact of an energy-saving product in the home 

– Difficult to see the difference from installing 

a smart thermostat or smart lighting in 

terms of the energy bill 

"The energy-efficient dishwasher, the old one that we had 
two dishwashers ago, it had a 45-minute cycle, now this 

one goes on and on for an hour and a half. What the heck 
is that? Where is the energy savings? I’d like to know."

Green Innovator, South

“Did I really see a difference in my hydro bill? 
No. I didn't see any big changes. Even though 
they told me I probably would, I really didn't 
see a change. And even with the light bulbs, I 
don't know that I see a huge difference at the 

end of the day. There's just two of us in the 
house but we don't leave lights on when we 

leave the rooms and stuff.”

Movable Middle, Canada



Cost is the main barrier for electrification



Consumers will share data for personalized insights



Consumers look to their energy providers for 

support as they deal with the impact of COVID-

19.

Theme Five



COVID-19: Concerns about household expenses



COVID-19: How can electricity providers help?



Satisfaction with utilities’ COVID-19 response



Consumer education and engagement are 

essential to realizing the promise of beneficial 

electrification and advanced technologies such 

as AMI.

Theme Six



AMI in Review: Informing the Conversation

“AMI has the potential to transform the 

utility-customer relationship from one 

where customers passively use utility-

provided electricity to one with a more 

active, engaged consumer. AMI can 

provide data to inform customer decisions 

about managing their electricity, to 

integrate with new products, or to enable 

innovative products and services by 

utilities and third parties.” 



EDUCATING & ENGAGING CONSUMERS

• Avangrid: Enlisted community 

volunteers as Energy Navigators to 

educate and engage their neighbors 

and build trust

• Puget Sound Energy: Gained a 54% 

increase in consumer participation in 

an energy efficiency program 

following research that uncovered a 

specific need

• NB Power: Designing an energy 

literacy program in partnership with 

community colleges



1. Consumers are making the connection between smart energy and 

slowing climate change

2. Consumers across all segments are interested in smart energy-

enabled products.

3. Lower-income consumers are keenly interested in smart energy 

and the environment.

4. Consumers need more education on how to assess a program or 

technology.

5. Consumers look to their energy providers for support as they deal 

with the impact of COVID-19.

6. Consumer education and engagement are essential to realizing 

the promise of beneficial electrification and AMI.

What Have We Learned About Consumers?


